Introduction
The origin of spin in the baryon octet: A 1 = 1 DP T P B N "# ; N "" N "# + N "" The spin-dependent structure function g 1 (x) : A 1 ' g 1 (x) F 1 (x) 
Gamberg-Weigel (97):
Song (96):
Wakamatsu (96):
Wandzura -Wilczek interpretation:
Semi-Inclusive Asymmetries
Asymmetry for semi-inclusive hadron (h) production:
Define purity P h f (x):
[probability that hadron h is produced when quark f is hit]
Measure asymmetries on various targets: x Spin -flavour separation.
Polarized quark distributions -2
Expected data quality with '00 data included: High-p T hadron pairs on 2 H Require oppositely charged hadron pairs:
-PGF produces only (+ -) pairs: favored -pQCD on 1 H ! more + hadrons: disfavored Preliminary results on 2 H: 
High-p T kaon pairs
Strangeness production suppressed in pQCD....
High-p T kaon pairs on 1 H and 2 H: More statistics needed (+ MC studies)
Deep Virtual Compton Scattering
Off-shell photon -quark scattering:
-Detect e 0 and , and require: E miss = 0
Ji's sumrule [Phys. Rev. Lett. 78 (1997) 
Measure the polarization from ! p ; :
Electroproduction of hyperons at HERMES: Measurements of h 1 (x)
The structure function h 1 (x) is chirally odd : 
